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Cuttable Heat Transfer Decal Foil 

Customize The Logo And Numbers of Porcelain Cup 

Cuttable Heat Transfer Decal Foil that can be used by desk vinyl cutting 
plotter such as Cameo4, Cricut, panda Mini cutter, etc. or by Vinyl cutting plotter 
such as Roland GS24, Mimaki CG60 etc. for all your craft projects. Personalize 
and customize your project by cutting unique designs on our decal foil. Transfer 
decals foil onto Without surface treatment (Un-Coated) ceramic tile, marble, 
porcelain cup, ceramic mug, crystal stone, Aluminum plate, metal, plastic 
materials and other hard surface. 

Advantages: 
■ Exclusive metallic colors: Golden, Silver, Brilliant golden 
■ No surface treatment (un-coated), unlimited base color. Transfer decals 

onto ceramic tile, marble, porcelain cup, ceramic mug, crystal stone, Aluminum 
plate, metal, plastic materials and other hard surface. 
■ Ideal for cut stability, and consistent cutting .Compatibility with desk vinyl 

cutting plotter, Such as Cameo4, Cricut, Panda Mini cutter Etc, or professional 
vinyl cutting plotters, such as Roland GS24, Mimaki CG60 ~ 

■ Good thermal stability and weather resistance 

Cutting: 
Mirror cut the graphics. Remove excess parts of the pattern. 

Heating applied by roller heat press machine 
Customize your exclusive logo, Luxury metallic silver/gold/brilliant gold effect, 
colored ceramic mug 
Heating steps: 
1. Paste the images on the ceramic surface 
2. With a mug heat press machine, 165°C/329°F, 60 seconds, 3 to 6 cycles, and 

about 10 more cycles for glossy mugs. 
3. Wipe cup surface with a dry cloth to make it cool down and flat down bubbles 
4. Peel the carrier. 
5. Cover the images with greaseproof paper for 20 seconds, you will get a better 

fastness 

Heating applied by roller heat press machine 
Customize your exclusive logo, luxury metallic silver/gold/brilliant gold effect, 
colored ceramic mug 
Heating steps: 
1. Paste the images on the ceramic surface 
2. Mirror cut the graphics. Remove excess parts of the images. 
3. With a roller heat press machine, 150-165°C/300-329°F, 120 seconds 
4. Wipe cup surface with a dry cloth to make it cool down and flat down bubbles 
5. Peel the carrier. 
6. Cover the images with greaseproof paper for 20 seconds, you will get a better 

fastness 


